After more than 50 years of service to Alfred University, Lillian T. Nevins died on Saturday, April 8, at Beebeola Community Hospital. She was 86. Mrs. Nevins was Director of Office Services since 1977. She previously served as assistant to the director of the alumni relations office. The "Class Notes" found in the ALFRED REPORTER were compiled and edited by Nevins for the ALFRED REPORTER were compiled and edited by Nevins for many years. Because of her extensive knowledge of alumni news, Mrs. Nevins played an important role in organizing alumni reunions as well.

It is through the efforts of Mrs. Nevins, and her husband W. Varleth Nevins III that students enjoy the current films of the Nevins Campus Theater. She and her husband, who was a professor of mathematics at AU, and died in 1967, established the theater, and Mrs. Nevins served as both manager and cashier. In 1977, Mrs. Nevins received a "distinguished service" award from the alumni association for her work in film instruction.

She is survived by her son William of Karachi, daughter Carolyn Kuykendall of Olean, sister Carol Tuxere of South Attleboro, Mass., six grandchildren, and 2 great grandchildren.

LILLIAN NEVINS, DIRECTOR OF OFFICES SERVICES DIES AT AGE 68

After looking over the requests, the financial committee meets with student leaders from each group to discuss any problems with the requests. The committee then presents its version of the budget to the senate at the senate's next meeting and the senate votes on the budget.

Several changes occurred this year in the budget. BACCUS was given standing committee status and Karate Club lost its status. Also, several groups had to accept cuts in their budgets.

The budget for BACCUS, the alcoholic awareness group, was cut $900, but Sarra Chasnov, president of BACCUS, said the group was satisfied with their budget. The Karate Club was told that it will have to ask for funding each semester. Marco Ferrari, co-chairman of the financial committee, said that the Karate Club is a valid and committed group, but the finance committee could not justify their budget because the club only affects thirty people.

The Pat's Bar room budget was cut in half. Alex Cozi, chairman of St. Pat's, said the board is considering eliminating the budget. "If we don't," Cozi said, "there will only be a bare skeleton left." Pat's Bar, however, that most of the cuts came from the executive board of St. Pat's. The financial committee left in enough money for the band mix, film, opening ceremonies, and ball. Cozi disagreed. "Unless we get more money from the senate there will be no ball next year."

SABA's budget request was cut by $1900. "We realize that SABA does a lot on campus," financial committee member Joe Martin explained. "It was hard to cut them back, Our committee wants to cut the SABA's video shows and leadership retreat. Unlike the other groups, however, SABA was allowed to choose where the cuts would occur. Although its request was cut, SABA received a five percent increase in their budget. SABA was a little too defensive about their budget," financial committee member Jeff Harpel explained, "but there are some things that they shouldn't do because of a lack of success." The Alfred Review received the largest increase, over 87%. Morter said that the increase was justified because the Alfred Review should not be expected to fundraise. The magazine should maintain its artistic integrity and stay clear of commercialism, according to Morter.

Several student leaders and financial committee members had suggestions for improving the budget process next year. "The committee should notify the students when they have made cuts," one student said. "SABA should be more open and transparent." They feel that Moretti will do a fine job, but they all know that Sanders will always be a part of the football team. Coach Moretti, when questioned, appeared to have the same sentiments as the players. Asked if he was surprised about the coaching change, he replied that he was surprised about the change, but not about the decision of selecting him as the new head coach. He has a Masters in physical education, and he had been prepared to be a head coach eventually. It is ironic, however, that his first head coaching position is at the school he attended over a decade ago.

As head coach, Moretti foresees a smooth transition occurring with only minor changes in offensive formations. Overall, he plans to stick to the present program. In 1983 he will stress defense, the key of the team's success. There is a solid nucleus there with eight of eleven starters returning next fall.

He said that coaching center Joe Roteliddi would become one of his two assistant coaches, with the other to be named later.

The players questioned believe that Moretti's hiring will be a more wide-open, explosive offense, with more passing variety. The players noted that they are losing a good coach, but they are gaining another good coach in return.

Moretti will try to take the best skills from two previous Alfred coaches, Sanders, and Alex Yunevich (whom he played under at quarterback and quarterback at Alfred) to make himself a better coach. Yunevich was the coach of the Saxons for many years before Sanders tenure. Yunevich, according to Moretti, was unorthodox in his methods. He sometimes did the total opposite of what other coaches would suggest. He held scrimmages all year long to keep the players on top of their games and ran a very hard physical training camp. The results he got from his teams were impressive, made them all worthwhile.

Moretti likes the attitude of his head distributed the same amount of money to the student senate, however, and he doesn't seem to mind this at all. They realize that they are at Alfred to get a good education first and play football second.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
ляет важное значение. Однако, более важна уважаемая Положение, не отбрасывающую обычной семье и обязанности жить. Но усовершенствование, что оно может быть выполнено. Это вы, действительно, объясняет, что я не хочу больше об этом говорить.

Я пишу это письмо, чтобы подчеркнуть, какая власть приносит им. Первоначально, это было предназначено для того, чтобы предупредить людей о том, что я говорю о слове "mother". Вместо этого, я использую "glen". Так что есть два значимых изменения: одно — это подчеркивание значимости, а другое — это расшифровка значения, не концентрирующегося на конкретных словах. Каждый из этих двух, я думаю, был бы интересен для других людей.

Так, мы видим, что все, что я могу сказать, это то, что я думаю. Но мне необходимо описать все, что я хочу сказать, чтобы вы могли понять, что я имею в виду. Я не знаю, что делать дальше.

И поэтому я пишу это письмо, чтобы сказать о философии, которую я имею в виду. Мне хочется, чтобы вы знали, что я думаю о том, что я пишу. И я надеюсь, что вы будете согласны со мной.

С уважением,

Альма Матер.

P.S. Не могу сказать, что я не знаю, что делать дальше. Но я думаю, что это будет хорошо, если мы обсудим это в будущем.

Ассилияра Матер.

P.S. Я думаю, что это было бы хорошо, если бы мы обсудили это в будущем.

Итак, я пишу это письмо, чтобы сказать о философии, которую я имею в виду. Мне нужно сказать, что я думаю о том, что я пишу. И я надеюсь, что вы будете согласны со мной.

С уважением,

Альма Матер.
ALCOHOL RETAILERS AGAINST AGE CHANGE

The State of New York think they have found the Drinking Driver problem. They are going to put all of the blame on the young people who drive or not. They are going to blame them for "DOWN WITH THE YOUTH".

The prestigious NEW YORK STATE AUTOMOBILE CLUB put out a study to show how many lives are lost because of young people drinking under the influence. New York State would enact a law that would not allow a person under 21 to drive a car. The rational is that if the driver is invited to attend. The ceremony at Alfred University will be held in the A. McLane Center. The area public are going to put all of the blame on the Drinking Driver. The "CURE" to the whole problem is to forbid anyone UNDER TWENTY-ONE TO DRINK whether or not they drive a automobile.

It is doubtful that lives will be saved if the 1982 NEW YEAR OLD LAW were enacted. It is also true that lives would be saved if it was necessary for students under 21 years old to be forbidden to swim or ski, to use electricity and heating devices in their homes. All of these activities have been proved to be hazardous.

The AAA brushes off the argument that it is unfair, admitting that "Perhaps" they really meant the lives to be saved is worth it.

BALONEY!!!

Anybody aged 19, old enough to serve in the Armed Forces or to hold a responsible job, get married, be over three hundred cops in their careers, is going to have a drink! Only recently the Dept. of State announced that personally aged 19 could hold a Realstate Broker's License. Isn't it ridiculous to say that someone can hold a Realstate License, but not be able to have a glass of beer? To think that people can't Legal. Drink a Champagne Toast at their wedding? or that a young Soldier, in the pub, can't enjoy a can of beer when he's off duty? The young man who is convenient for the older people, for the problems because many older re- tirees, they are their families, their lifestyles-in fact their very youth. It is very convenient for high officials to be taken care of by taking after the YOUNG PEOPLE.

But there's a QUESTION-WHAT AGE GROUP IS GOING TO BE THE NEXT SCAGGIOS?? Cordially,
A. Piazza

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Did You Know About...

AU'S Pre-Med Program?

In the report it is stated that "colleges and university faculties should require every student, regardless of major subject or career objective, to achieve a basic foundation of education that encompasses broad study in the natural and social sciences and in the humanities."

This is one of the five recommendations that the panel hopes "may contribute to reversing decades of educational neglect, the educational institutions participat- ing in the general professional education of the physician."

Though the panel cannot mandate its recommendations, many medical schools have started to inte- grate these recommendations into their curricula.

According to Bowden, students who are not accepted to a medical school can go into many other fields because of the breadth of their liberal arts education. One alternative open to AU students is to attend the Alfred State College Medical Lab Technician (MLT) program.

Last year, a few AU students in the pre-med program went on to some of the most prestigious graduate schools in the country, such as Alxey Medical Center and Upstate Medical Center.

HELP OUT!

NOTICE: Any non-graduating au students with a 2.0+ gpa and willing to be helpful on an as-when-needed basis should contact Sheila in the Student Affairs Of- fice, 313.

DELTA MU DELTA

The faculty advisor and current members of Delta Mu Delta would like to congratulate their new members:

Paul Amrose
Susan Barber
Susan CanNight
Elizabeth Barber
Margaret Bieber
Colleen Fournier
Christi Fournier
Kylie Gals
Karen Harrington
Lauri Kassman
Kathleen Lena
Doreen Miller
Steve Mullen

Delta Mu Delta is the National Honor Society in Business Ad- ministration. The induction ceremony will be held April 18, 1985.

SOUTHERN TIER'S PREMIER NIGHTCLUB

ARMS LARGEST SPECTACULAR SOUND & LIGHT SHOW

Wed. night - Draft night $3.00 all you can drink from 9-1:00 a.m. Live Deejay - no cover charge.

Thursday & Fri. Live DJ and Dancing! Drink & drinking prizes

Sun. - $1.75 - drink night

TOMORROW: Saturday, October 20, "Steel Rose" (formerly the Wiz Kids)

RICHIE'S NIGHTCLUB

HORNELL-ARKPORT RD., HORNELL (607) 324-1143

Did You Know About...

AU'S Pre-Med Program?
To the sisters of Theta Theta Chi: You are one special bunch of girls and we’re going to miss you. Don’t forget to love! Love from the seniors.

Nice shots H.J. Are they alive? What do you need them for?

Thanks for washing your pillow

Jim

AKO—

Good luck next year.

I’ll miss you all.

Field

Newark-Wayne Community Hospital will be on campus Thursday, April 25, from 5 to 9 p.m. for Students—Novocaine will be held in Bartlett Hall, as well as the individual interviews. (Senior Nursing Students)

Mary,区委和 Linda. Thanks for making it Jamaica, thanks for making it the Sewindil! NO PROBLEM!

Hey Regram—what time is it?

OK, don’t panic—there will be more Steve Perry coming right up! Chaka Khan...

Mr. Borrough, Red Skies to Ber, 10 percent Coconut Delites and the big bamboo—what more could you ask for?

Put your hands together for the days of the late 80’s.

It’s easier on you that way!

Use it before you lose it...or is it lose it before you use it?

Hey Mary, monna, get off my J.C. Penny’s towel.

Maskito Cove will never be the same—the fat remains stuck in those hammocks forever!

To whom it may concern: I got new skinned, Mr. Nivea himself, Greg Munro, meet the man of the 80’s:

Amy—Like your new smile.

Hair? You got her number?

Frank and Bill, thanks for always being Students—va va voom!!

To the sisters of Theta Theta Chi—What do you feed them?

What do you feed them?

I’ll miss you all girls and we’re going to miss you.

Mr. Perfect—"It’s not what you look, it’s what you know."

Hey Linda—Ahem!

Kiss that frog and maybe he’ll turn into a prince.

Tell your President—what’s up?

Hey Frank, rrreow, fft, fft, fft...

I know what color Mark Stein’s are! I heard they were pink!!

Hey Frank, how about a lighthouse, or a ticket to Cleveland?

Bob—Your first baking lesson is obvious traffic light and speed into oncoming traffic. Fatalities are bound to happen this way. Pay attention to the obvious, so they can live much more pleasant & fun.

To a certain AXP Brother—What are you wild or something?

To the Campus Center Desk Staff

M.S. I love you, hon. S.K.

Deb—Who will buy the margaritas?

To my friend Bob—Henry made Karen’s bed.

Mark—Did you take off your glasses in California?

Amy—How big are they?

Ditto—Revenue is mine.

Kelly—But I thought.

Kelly—you play a mean piece of corn on the cob.

Sandy—you got go-go go-eye eyes.

Sandra—How are your prisoner lawyers and illegitimate children?

Paul—Vroom, Vroom, Siren, Siren Still want a sports car?

Doug—Looking like a techy again.

Dan—When will you need a single?

Jane—You need 126 credits, you’re not going to leave Alfred.

CONGRATULATIONS DREW!!

J.B.

CONGRATULATIONS TO D.G. OF ZBT, WHO does your hair?

Hey, Happy 29th—You old lady today?

Sheila

Dorian, Are you wearing purple panties today? Do you know what color Mark Stein’s are? I heard they were pink!!

Hey Mary Beth, Has your strip-tease show at the Blue Angel been attracting a lot of women lately? Or maybe...

Jeff H., has your strip-tease show at the Blue Angel been attracting a lot of women lately? Or maybe...
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